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Online video consumption has skyrocketed in the US, and while Google remains safe at the top of the stack, MySpace, with heavy entertainment, ironically saw a stake in viewers and exclusive videos served. In November 2009, MySpace had 38.6 million viewers who watched 333.4 million videos, down from 52.5 million viewers and 371
million videos, according to comScore data. This contrasts negatively with the monumental growth of the US in general. In November 2009, 170.6 million U.S. residents watched nearly 31 billion videos, an average of 182 videos per person, comScore reported on Tuesday. That's up from 146 million unique viewers and 12.7 billion videos,
nearly 87 videos per viewer, in November 2008.When asked to comment, MySpace, which traditionally has a strong focus on recording artists and entertainment in general, did not dispute comScore's numbers, but pointed out that, per user, its online video engagement has increased. For example, according to comScore, in November
2008, the average MySpace user watched 7.1 videos, while a year later the average user watched 8.6 videos, while minutes per viewer and minutes per video also grew significantly. Our user-to-video engagement numbers were higher than ever -- highly engaged users are staying on MySpace and watching more videos, MySpace said
in an emailed statement. Still, there is no getting around the fact that the overall trend is an increase in unique viewers and in watched videos, not a decrease in these two categories. For example, Hulu made big strides in November 2009, increasing its unique viewersstand from 22.5 million to 43.7 million, and its number of videos from
226.5 million to 924 million, surpassing MySpace in both categories. In the engagement area, Hulu also shone: its average viewer watched 21.1 videos during the month. Unsurprisingly, thanks to its YouTube site, Google has served 12.2 billion videos, nearly 40% of the market. It had 129 million unique viewers, who watched an average
of almost 95 videos each. That's up from 5.1 billion videos and 98 million unique viewers – an average of 52.2 videos per viewer – in November 2008. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. More looks from Home Magazine: This
content is created and maintained by third parties, and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io Creative Bloq is supported by your audience. When you purchase through links on our website, we may earn an affiliate commission.
Learn more Sign up below for creative bloq, plus exclusive special offers, straight to your inbox! Thank you for signing up for Creative Bloq. You will receive a verification email soon. There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. No spam, we promise. It is possible to at any time and we will never share your details without
your permission. Description: Shape Magazine and its partners are giving away a cash prize in their online shopping sweepstakes. This is a creative presentation, which means you're going through several different magazines as well. If you enter through this method of entry, you will be in the running to receive a check for $25,000. Links
to sweepstakes: Click here to enter this drawClick Here for the Official Rules DrawClick Here for the Draw Home: If the draw entry link doesn't work for you, try entering the homepage and looking for a link to the sweepstakes. Category: Cash Draws, Spa Sweepstakes, Grand Draws Eligibility: USA, 21+ Start Date: July 1, 2020 End Date:
January 3, 2021 at 11:59 p.m. ET Entry Frequency: Unlimited Entries per person/email Draws Prizes: Grand Prize: A check for $25,000. (ARV: $15,000) Starting an online magazine is not an overwhelming task, but making it successful is a challenge. You will face technical, stylistic, editorial and marketing issues, each of which can
generate financial stress. However, an online publication has the benefit of lower and ongoing costs than a print version. Define your market by asking what articles you want to see in your magazine. Why are you in love? At first, you can think very broadly. Reduce your focus from subject to topic, especially those topics that are unmet. An
online magazine will have more chances of success if it focus on a niche market that has a loyal follower rather than in such a popular market that it is already well covered. Use a blog to test your market. This can serve two purposes: First, find out if there is reader interest in your planned niche, and second, increase the chances that
readers will discover it. Unlike a print publication, which you can drop in window displays and sidewalk page stalls that many people will see, it's unlikely that potential readers will come across your magazine's website. A blog allows you to build a mailing list first, even if it comes slowly. This list will be that of the initial subscribers of your
magazine. Invite other bloggers to write guest blogs about your topic or related topics, and exchange links with these bloggers. Listen to their advice on how to shape the direction of your magazine. Be active on social networks by announcing each new post. Create buzz even when you finalize plans for the magazine. Once you get to the
magazine name, record the domain URL that incorporates the name. Domain registration is cheap, and you can take your time before you put the actual site. Decide on a blogging/content management system platform for your site. For your editorial department, you'll probably have a mix of writers and freelance journalists and trainees.
Your writers will report stories and interview people and probably need photos, videos and audio media within your Select the most appropriate platform to handle and display this type of journalistic content and it will still fit within the expected budget. Mike Johnston of CMS Critic noted that platforms like WordPress.org, Joomla and Drupal
are popular, but no CMS platform is better in all situations. WordPress is the easiest to use, although you should use the WordPress.org to self-host the site and sell advertising. Johnston described Joomla and Drupal as having more capabilities, but generally requiring more experience. You can choose between free and premium
templates for a design that best fits your needs. For CMS platforms designed as a publishing content management system, Johnston listed Bright Spot, and Z Publish and Movable Type. The first two are open source programs that are free to download, although eZ Publish charges for support. The Mobile Type has a significant annual



fee. As you collect publishing information, you should also be developing and refining your budget. Costs to consider include: Site development: It's a fairly low cost if you use a template and handle any customization yourself. If you bring a web designer, the cost can range from several hundred to a few thousand dollars. Editor: If you take
on this role, you don't have to pay yourself, but you must have another source of income or money set aside to meet living expenses. If you hire an editor, it should be at a substantial rate. Depending on the workload, the position can be freelance. Also plan a separate copy editor. Writers: Some writers will work for a byline or because
they share their devotion to the magazine, but that ages quickly. You must offer at least one token fee per article, but increase the rate to a more reasonable rate as the journal grows. Success won't come quickly, so make sure you have enough funds through a small business loan, crowdfunding campaign or your own reserves to keep it
running for at least a year. Your online magazine will not succeed without ad sales. A contextual advertising network like Google Adsense, Yahoo Apt! and Microsoft Pub Center can deliver pay-per-click ads on your site at no cost. Income, however, depends on your site's traffic and how many readers click on those ads. If you want to sell
ads directly, you'll need an advertising sales team. A local ad team can be especially valuable if your magazine has a local or regional focus. If you want to start an online magazine to get a domain name, fill it with content, monetize, and advertise. Here's how to start your own online magazine: Choose a topic for your magazine. This must
be something you know a lot about and something you love. Make a to find out if there's a market for your idea. Think of a title for your magazine that includes keywords optimized for search engines. You can test your ideas by typing them into Google keywords to see what you can get right. You can also use a title that the keyword tool
recommends. Get an Internet Domain if you will hire someone to design your site or if you will do it yourself. You can always design a simple and free website and then spend more on a professional once your magazine comes off the ground. Write content for your magazine. Write yourself, hire freelance writers, request free articles from
people who want to market products related to your magazine topic or mine articles from websites with free Ezine articles such as Ezine Articles, Article Base, or Ezine Article Exchange. Do not publish your magazine until you have at least 10 to 20 pages of material. Monetize your site with pay-per-click ads such as Google Adsense
and/or becoming a marketing affiliate for companies that sell products related to your magazine theme. Advertise your magazine by email, social networking sites, discussion forums related to your topic, print and word-of-mouth media. [WOW source!] Enter readers who sign up by offering frequent, relevant, and fun information and
interacting with them. This means allowing readers to comment and the authors of the articles to respond to comments. Create a community among your readers by adding a discussion forum. [source: MySmallBiz] Good luck! Ad
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